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DECISION AND ORDER

· · The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and respondent William E. Shell, M.D., having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle
Regional Office proposed to _present to the _Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge
resp<;>ndents.';Vith v·iolation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
', The re~pondent, his attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as· alleged
in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other
thati jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission's Rules; and
·The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has Violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having-thereupon accepted'the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public· record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its ·complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

is

1. Respondent William E. Shell, M.D. was an officer of

Interactive Medical Technologies, Ltd., and Effective Health, Inc. He
formulated, directed and controlled the policies, acts and practices of
said corporations. His home address is at 3048 Nicada Drive, in the
City of Los Angeles, State of California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered, That for purposes of this order, the following
definitions shall apply:
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1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies or other evidence based on the expertise of
professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. Unless otheiWise specified, "respondent" shall mean William
E. Shell, M.D., individually and as a former officer ofiMT.
3. ''In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44.

I.

It is ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of Lipitrol or any product or program marketed or sold
under any name, in or affecting commerce, shall not represent, in ariy
manner, expressly or by implication, that such product prevents or
reduces the body's absorption of fat from consumed food or absorbs
any amount of fat from consumed food unless the representation is
true and, at the time it is made, respondent possesses and :relies upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.
II.

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of Lipitrol or any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner,
expressly or by implication, that any such product:
A. Provides any weight loss benefit;
B. Lowers blood cholesterol levels;
C. Reduces, or reduces the risks associated with, high cholesterol,
including clogged arteries, high blood pressure, diabetes, breast
cancer and heart disease; or
D. Can be used, beneficially and safely, in amounts or with
frequency sufficient to cause diarrhea,
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unless, at the time the representation is made, respondent possesses
and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.
ill.

It is further ·ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertisi~g, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
.distribution of Lipitrol ot any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly or by
implication, the existence~ contents, validity, results, conclusiorts'·o r
interp~etations of any test, ·study or research.

N.
It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, ~dvertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of Lipitrol or any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner,
expressly or by implication, about the benefits, performance, efficaqy
or safety of any such product or program, unless, at the time the
~epresentation is made, respondent possesses and relies upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall not provide means and
instrutnentalities or substantial assistance or support to any person or
entity who respondent knows or should know is making any false or
misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim, or any
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is not
substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence, in
connection with the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for
sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss, fat reduction or
cholesterol reduction product or program. "Assistance" includes, but
is not limited to, providing:

A. Any tests, analyses, studies or research to determin~ the
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of any such product or
program;

I
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B. The licensing or other contractual rights to market any such
product or program;
,·
C. Any technical assistance; or
D. Any advertising, labeling or promotional materials.
VI.
I·

i

II

r
I
I

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any

corporation, subsidiary, division· or other device, when providing
assistance, as "assistance" is defined in Part V of this order, to any
person or entity that is engaged ·in the labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss,
fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program, shall:
A. Take reasonable ·steps sufficient to determine, commencing
with the beginning of any b:t,1siness relationship, or with entry of this
order if a relationship ·already exists, and continuing on a regular
basis throughout the relationship, whether any labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any Such product
or program by any person to whom respondent is or will be providing
assistance involves any false or misleading benefits, performance,
efficacy or safety claim or any benefits, performance, efficacy or
safety claim that is not substantiated by competent and reliable
scientific evidence. Such steps shall include evaluating, ori a basis
independent of such person, the truthfulness of and substantiation for,
representations made to consumers. For purposes of this order,
evaluating includes, but is not limited to, reviewing all
advertisements and promotional materials and all tests, reports,
studies, surveys, demonstrations or other evidence that any such
person relies upon in making any benefits, performance, efficacy or
safety claims to consumers.
B. Immediately terminate any business relationship with any
person who respondent knows or should know is making any false or
misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim or any
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is not
substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence.

VII .

.It is further ordered, That:
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.A . Respondent, directly or through any corporation, subsidiary,

division or other device, shall not:
1. Advertise, promote, offer for sale, sell or distribute Lipitrol or
any weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product
composed of any combination of fiber and bile extract, unless he first
obtains a performance bond in the principal amount of one million
dollars ($1,000,000);
. 2. Hold any ownership interest, share or stock in, other than a
passive investment, or serve as an officer, director or trustee of, any
business entity engaged, in whole or in part, in the advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of Lipitrol or _any
~eight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product composed
of any combination of fiber and bile extract, unless he first obtains a
performance bond for each such business entity or activity in the
ptjncipal sum of one million dollars ($1 ,000,000);
.3. Advertise, promote, offer for sale, sell or distribute any weight
loss, fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program, not
including the treatment of patients in connection with his private
medical practice, unless he first obtains a performance bond in the
principal amount of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($250,000); or
4. Hold any ownership interest, share or stock in, other than a
passive investment, or serve as an officer, director or trustee of, any
business entity engaged, in whole or in part, in the advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss,
fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program, not
including the treatment of patients in connection with his private
medical practice, unless he first obtains a performance bond for each
such business entity or activity in the principal sum of two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000).
B. Each such bond shall be deemed continuous and remain in full
force and effect as long as respondent engages in or holds any
ownership interest, share or stock in, or serves as an officer, director
or trustee of, any business entity engaged, in whole or in part, in the
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any
product or program that is related to weight loss, fat reduction or
cholesterol reduction and for at least three (3) years after respondent
has ceased to engage in any such activity.
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C. Each such bond shall cite this order as the subject matter of the
bond, and shall provide surety thereunder against financial loss due,
in whole or in part, to any violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the FTC
Act, to any violation of the provisions of this order, or to any other
cause attributable to respondent's engaging or participating in the
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any
product or program that is related to weight loss, fat reduction or
cholesterol reduction.
n·. Each such bond shall be an insurance agreement providing
surety for financial loss issued by a surety company that holds a
Federal Certificate of Authority As Acceptable Surety On Federal
Bond and_Reinsuring and that is admitted to conduct surety business
in each state where the entity to be insured does business. Each such
bond shall be in favor ofboth: (1) the Commission for the benefit of
consumers ip.jured due, in whole or in part, to any violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, to any
violation of the · provisions of this order, or to any other cause
attributable to respondent's engaging or participating in the
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any
product or program that is related to weight loss, fat reduction or
cholesterol reduction; and (2) any consumer so injured. Each such
bond shall be executed in favor of the Commission or in favor of any
injur~d consumer if the Commission or the consumer demonstrates,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that respondent has violated any
condition of the bond.
E. Respondent shall provide a copy of each such bond required by
this Part to the Regional Director, Federal Trade Commission, 915
Second Avenue, Suite 2896, Seattle, Washington, at least ten {10)
days before commencing any activity or business for which the bond
is required.
F. Respondent may not disclose the existence of the performance
bond to any consumer, or other purchaser or prospective purchaser,
to whom a covered weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol reduction
product or program is advertised, promoted, offered for sale, sold, or
distributed, without also disclosing at the same time and in a like
manner that the performance bond is required by order of the
Commission in settlement of charges that respondent engaged in false
and misleading representations.
G. The bond required by this Part shall be in addition to, and not
in lieu of, any other bond required by law.
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H . Proceedings instituted under this Part are in addition to, and
not in lieu of, any other civil or criminal remedies as may be provided
by law, including any other proceedings the Commission may initiate
to enforce this order.

VIII.
It is further ordered, That respondent, his successors and assigns,
· shall deposit into an escrow account, to be established by the
Commission for the purpose of receiving payment due under this
order ("escrow account"), the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000). This payment shall be made in the following manner:

A. By certified or cashier's check made payable to the Federal
Trade Commission, in four installments, the first payment of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) to be made within 60 days after the date
that this order becomes final; .the second payment of five thousand
dollars ($5,000) to be made no later than the first day of the fourth
month thereafter; the third payment of five thousand dollars ($5,000)
to be made no later than the first day of the eighth month thereafter;
and the final payment of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be made
within one year from the date that this order becomes final. The
checks shall be deliverable to Regional Director, Federal Trade
Commission, 915 Second Avenue, Suite 2896, Seattle, Washington.
B. In the event of any default in payment, which default continues
for ten (1 0) days beyond the due date of payment, the entire amount
due, together with interest, as computed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1961
from the date of default to the date of payment, shall immediately
become due and payable.
C. In order to secure payment of respondent's indebtedness to the
Commission, within seven (7) days of the date that this order
becomes final, respondent shall cause to be transferred to the
Commission a security interest in the property described in Appendix
A, which property has been determined by an independent appraisal
to have a value of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) or more in
excess of all other perfected security interests, as security for the
payments required to be made by respondent in Part Vlli(A) of this
order. The respondent shall, within seven (7) days of the date that this
order becomes final, file all documents necessary to perfect and
record the Commission's security interest in the property described in
Appendix A, in conformity with appropriate state law. The
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respondent shall, within ten (1 0) days of the date that this order
becomes final, furnish to counsel for the Commission complete
documentation evidencing that the Commission's security interest in
the property described in Appendix A has been correctly perfected
and recorded. The Commission will release this security interest upon
receipt of all payments required by Part VIII(A) of this order.
D. The funds paid by respondent, together with accrued interest,
shall, in the discretion of the Commission, be used by the
Commission to provide direct redress to purchasers of Lipitrol in
connection with the acts or practices alleged in the complaint, and to
pay any attendant costs of administration. If the Commission
determines, in its sole discretion, that redress to purchasers of this
product is wholly or partially impracticable or is otherwise
unwarranted, any funds not so used shall be paid to the United States
Treasury. Respondents shall be notified as to how the funds are
distributed, but shall have no right to contest the manner of
distribution chosen by the Commission. No portion of the payment
as herein provided shall be deemed a payment of any fme, penalty or
punitive assessment.
E. At any time after this order becomes final, the Commission
may direct the escrow agent to transfer funds from the escrow
account, including accrued interest, to the Commission to be
distributed as herein provided. The Commission, or its representative,
shall, in its sole discretion, select the escrow agent.
F. Respondent relinquishes all dominion, control and title to the
funds paid into the escrow account, and all legal and equitable title to
the funds vests in the Treasurer ·of the United States and in the
designated consumers. Respondent shall make no claim to or demand
for return of the funds, directly or indirectly, through counsel or
otherwise; and in the event ofbankruptcy of respondent, respondent
acknowledges that the funds are not part of the debtor's estate, nor
does the estate have any claim or interest therein.
IX.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration ("FDA"), or under any new drug application
approved by the FDA.
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X.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation ·for any product that is specifically permitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the FDA
pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990.
XI.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for five (5) years after
the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this
order, maintain and upon request make available to the Commission
for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements or promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other
evidence in his possession or control that contradict, qualify or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
XII.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this
order to all current and future principals, officers, directors and
managers, and to all current and future employees, agents and
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days
after the date of service of this order, and to future personnel within
thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position or
responsibilities.

XIII.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for a period of five (5)
years after the date of issuance of this order, notify the Commission
within thirty (30) days of his affiliation with any business or
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employment involving any activities related to the advertising,
offering for sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss, fat reduction
or cholesterol reduction product or program. The notice shall include
respondent's new business address and telephone number, current
home address, and a description of the nature of the business or
employment, respondent's interest in the new business or employment
and his duties and responsibilities. All notices required by this Part
shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of
Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade
Commission, Washington, D.C.
XIV.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order, and at other such times as the
Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has
complied with this order.

XV.
This order will terminate on June 16, 2017, or twenty (20) years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Commission
files a complaint (with or without an accompanying consent decree)
in federal court alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes
later; provided, however, that the filing of such a complaint will not
affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is fi led and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MATIER OF

WILLIAM PELZER, JR.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3750. Complaint, • June 16, 1997--Decision, June 16, 1997
This consent order prohibits, among other things, the former officer of Interactive
Medical Technologies, Ltd. and Effective Health, Inc., which market cellulosebile products, from assisting entities that he knows or should know are making
false, misleading or unsubstantiated claims for any weight loss, fat reduction
or cholesterol reduction product or program, and requires the monitoring of
the business practices of certain parties to wh?m assistance is provided.

Appearances
For the Commission: Nadine Samter and Patricia Hensley.
For the respondent: William Baker, Baker & Baker, Santa Ana,
CA.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and respondent William Pelzer, Jr., having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle
Regional Office proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent, his attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other
than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating

* Complaint previously published at 123 FTC 1477 (1997).
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its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent William Pelzer, Jr., was an officer of Interactive
Medical Technologies, Ltd., and Effective Health, Inc. He
formulated, directed and controlled the policies, acts and practices of
said corporations. His address is at P.O. Box 269006, in the City of
San Diego, State of California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the pub lie interest.
ORDER

It is ordered, That for purposes of this order, the following
definitions shall apply:

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies or other evidence based on the expertise of
professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondent" shall mean William
Pelzer, Jr., individually and as a former officer of IMT and EHI.
3. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44.
I.

It is ordered, That respondent shall not provide means and
instrumentalities or substantial assistance or support to any person or
entity who respondent !mows or should know is making any false or
misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim, or any
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is not
substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence, in
connection with the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for
sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss, fat reduction or
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cholesterol reduction product or program. "Assistance" includes, but
is not limited to, providing:
A. Any tests, analyses, studies or research to determine the
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of any such product or
program;
B. The licensing or other contractual rights to market any such
product or program;
C. Any technical assistance; or
D. Any advertising, labeling or promotional materials.
II.

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, when providing
assistance, as "assistance" is defined in Part I of this order, to any
person or entity that is engaged in the labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss,
fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program, shall:

A. Take reasonable steps sufficient to determine, at the beginning
of any business relationship, or with entry of this order if a
relationship already exists, and continuing on a regular basis
throughout the relationship, whether any labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any such product
or program by any person to whom respondent is or will be providing
assistance involves any false or misleading benefits, performance,
efficacy or safety claim or any benefits, performance, efficacy or
safety claim that is not substantiated by competent and reliable
scientific evidence. Such steps shall include evaluating, on a basis
independent of such person, the truthfulness of and substantiation for,
representations made to consumers. For purposes of this order,
evaluating includes, but is not limited to, reviewing all
advertisements and promotional materials and all tests, reports,
studies, surveys, demonstrations or other evidence that any such
person relies upon in making any benefits, performance, efficacy or
safety claims to consumers.
B. Immediately terminate any business relationship with any
person who respondent lmows or should know, is making any false
or misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim or any
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benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is not
substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence.
ill.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration ("FDA"), or under any new drug application
approved by the FDA.

IV.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the FDA
pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for five (5) years after
the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this
order, maintain and upon request make available to the Commission
for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other
evidence in his possession or control that contradict, qualify or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
VI.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this
order to all current and future principals, officers, directors and
managers, and to all current and future employees, agents and
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
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matter of this order and shall secure from each such person a signed
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days
after the date of service of this order and, for a period of five (5) years
thereafter, to future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person
assumes such position or responsibilities.
VII.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for a period of ten
(1 0) years after the date of issuance of this order, notify the
Commission within thirty (30) days of his affiliation with any
business or employment involving any activities related to the
labeling, advertising, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any
weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or
program. The notice shall include respondent's new business address
and telephone number, current home address, and a description of the
nature of the business or employment, respondent's interest in the
new business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All
notices required by this Part shall be sent by' certified mail to the
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
VIII.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order, file with the Commission a
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with this order.
IX.

This order will terminate on June 16, 2017, or twenty years from
the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order,
whichever co.mes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
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B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MA TIER OF

INTERACTIVE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES, LTD., ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3751 . Complaint, • June 16, 1997--Decision, June 16, 1997
This consent order requires, among other things, the California-based companies,
which market cellulose-bile products, to have scientific substantiation for
claims regarding the benefits or safety of any product or program, including
claims that it reduces the body's absorption of fat or sugar; provides any
weight loss benefit, allows consumers to eat high-fat foods without increasing
their risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries, heart disease or other health
problems; reduces the risk of these health problems; or can be used safely and
beneficially in amounts sufficient to cause diarrhea. The consent order also
prohibits the respondents from misrepresenting the existence or results of any
test or study, from assisting entities that they know or should know are making
false, misleading or unsubstantiated claims for any weight loss, fat reduction
or cholesterol reduction product or program, requires them to monitor the
business practices of certain parties to whom they provide assistance, and
requires Interactive Medical Technologies and Effective Health, Inc. to pay
$35,000 in redress over a period of one year.

Appearances

For the Commission: Nadine Samter and Patricia Hensley.
For the respondents: Edward Swanson, Swanson & Meepos, Santa
Monica, CA.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and respondents Interactive Medical Technologies, Ltd.
("IMT") and Effective Health, Inc. ("EHI") having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle
Regional Office proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
Respondents IMT and EHI, their attorney, and counsel for the
Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a
consent order, an admission by respondents IMT and EHI of all the
jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a
statement that the signing of said agreement is for settlement

* Complaint previously published at 123 FTC 1477 (1997).
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purposes only and does not constitute an admission by these
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than
jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that respondents IMT
and EHI have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue
stating its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Interactive Medical Technologies, Ltd., is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and
principal place of business located at 2139 Pontius Avenue, in the
City of Los Angeles, State of California.
2. Respondent Effective Health, Inc., is a corporation organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California, with its office and principal place of business
located_at 2139 Pontius Avenue, in the City of Los Angeles, State of
California.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered, That for purposes of this order, the following
definitions shall apply:

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies or other evidence based on the expertise of
professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean
Interactive Medical Technologies, Ltd., and Effective Health, Inc.,
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corporations, their successors and assigns and their officers, agents,
representatives and employees.
3. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defmed in Section 4
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44.
I.

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or thr~ugh any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution ofLipitrol or any weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol
reduction product or program marketed or sold under any name, in or
affecting commerce, shall not represent, in any manner, expressly-or
by implication, that such product prevents or reduces the body's
absorption of fat from consumed food or absorbs any amount of fat
from consumed food unless the representation is true and, at the time
it is made, respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable
scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
II.
It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale -or
distribution ofLipitrol or any weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol
reduction product or program or any food, drug or dietary
supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication,
that any such product:

A. Provides any weight loss benefit;
B. Lowers blood cholesterol levels;
C. Reduces, or reduces the risks associated with, high cholesterol,
including clogged arteries, high blood pressure, diabetes, breast
cancer and heart disease; or
D. Can be used, beneficially and safely, in amounts or with
frequency sufficient to cause diarrhea,
unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.
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III.

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution ofLipitrol or any weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol
reduction product or program or any food, drug or dietary
supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not
misrepresent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, the
existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions or interpretations of
any test, study or research.

IV.
It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution ofLipitrol or any weight loss, fat reduction or cholesterol
reduction product or program or . any food, drug or dietary
supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication,
about the benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of any such
product, unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents
possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall not provide means
and instrumentalities or substantial assistance or support to any
person or entity who respondents know or should know is making
any false or misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety
claim, or any benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is
not substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence, in
cmmection with the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for
sale, sale or distribution of SeQuester or any weight loss, fat
reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program. "Assistance"
includes, but is not limited to, providillg:
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A. Any tests, analyses, studies or research to determine the
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of any such product or
program;
B . The licensing or other contractual rights to market any such
product or program;
_
C. Any technical assistance; or
D. Any advertising, labeling or promotional materials.
VI.

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, when providing
assistance, as "assistance" is defined in Part V of this order, to any
person or entity that is engaged in the labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any weight loss,
fat reduction or cholesterol reduction product or program, shall:
A. Take reasonable steps sufficient to determine, commencing
with the beginning of any business relationship, or with entry of this
order if a relationship already exists, and continuing on a regular
basis throughout the relationship, whether any labeling, advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any such product
or program by any person to whom respondents are or will he
providing assistance involves any false or misleading benefits,
performance, efficacy or safety claim or any benefits, performance,
efficacy or safety claim that is not substantiated by competent and
reliable scientific evidence. Such steps shall include evaluating, on
a basis independent of such person, the truthfulness of and
substantiation for, representations made to consumers. For purposes
ofthis order, evaluating includes, but is not limited to, reviewing all
advertisements and promotional materials and all tests, reports,
studies, surveys, demonstrations or other evidence that any such
person relies upon in making any benefits, performance, efficacy or
safety claims to consumers.
B. Immediately terminate any business relationship with any
person who respondents know or should know is making any false or
misleading benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim or any
benefits, performance, efficacy or safety claim that is not
substantiated by competent and reliable scientific evidence.
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VII.

It is further ordered, That respondents IMT and EHI,
corporations, their successors and assigns, shall deposit into an
escrow account, to be established by the Commission for the purpose
of receiving payment due under this order ("escrow account"), the
sum of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000). This payment shall be
made in the following manner:
A. By certified or cashier's check made payable to the Federal
Trade Commission, in three installments, the first payment of eleven
thousand dollars ($11,000) to be made no later than the date that this
order becomes final; the second payment of eleven thousand dollars
($11 ,000) to be made no later than the first day of the sixth month
thereafter; and the third payment of thirteen thousand dollars
($13,000) to be made no later than one year from the date that this
order becomes final. The checks shall be deliverable to Regional
Director, Federal Trade Commission, 915 Second Avenue, Suite
2896, Seattle, Washington.
B. In the event of any default in payment, which default continues
for ten (1 0) days beyond the due date of payment, the entire amount
due, together with interest, as computed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1961
from the date of default to the date of payment, shall immediately
become due and payable.
C. In order to secure payment of respondents' indebtedness to the
Commission, within seven (7) days of the date that this order
becomes fmal, respondents shall cause to be transferred to the
Commission a security interest in the property described in Appendix
A, which property has been determined by an independent appraisal
to have a value of twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000) or more in
excess of all other perfected security interests, as security for the
payments required to be made by respondents in Part VII(A) of this
order. The respondents shall, within seven (7) days of the date that
this order becomes final, file all documents necessary to perfect and
record the Commission's security interest in the property described in
Appendix A, in conformity with appropriate state law. The
respondents shall, within ten (10) days of the date that this order
becomes final, furnish to counsel for the Commission complete
documentation evidencing that the Commission's security interest in
the property described in Appendix A has been correctly perfected
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and recorded. The Commission will release this security interest
upon receipt of all payments required by Part VII(A) of this order.
D . The funds paid by respondents, together with accrued interest,
shall, in the discretion of the Commission, be used by the
Commission to provide direct redress to purchasers of Lipitrol in
connection with the acts or practices alleged in the complaint, and to
pay any attendant costs of· administration. If the Commission
determines, in its sole discretion, that redress to purchasers of this
product is wholly or partially impracticable or is otherwise
unwarranted, any funds not so used shall be paid to the United States
Treasury. Respondents shall be notified as to how the funds are
distributed, but shall have no right to contest the manner of
distribution chosen by the Commission. No portion of the payment
as herein provided shall be deemed a payment of any fine, penalty or
punitive assessment.
E. At any time after this order becomes fmal, the Commission
may direct the escrow agent to transfer funds from the escrow
account, including accrued interest, to the Commission to be
distributed as herein provided. The Commission, or its representative,
shall, in its sole discretion, select the escrow agent.
F. Respondents relinquish all dominion, control and title to the
funds paid into the escrow account, and all legal and equitable title to
the funds vests in the Treasurer of the United States and in the
designated consumers. Respondents shall make no claim to or
demand for return of the funds, directly or indirectly, through counsel
or otherwise; and in the event of bankruptcy of respondents,
respondents acknowledge that the funds are not part of the debtor' s
estate, nor does the estate have any claim or interest therein.

VIII.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration ("FDA"), or under any new drug application
approved by the FDA.

IX.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in
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labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by·the FDA
pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990.
X.

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, for five (5) years
after the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by
this order, maintain and upon request make available to the
Commission for inspection and copying:
A. All advertisements or promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in . disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the.
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
XI.

It is further ordered, That respondents IMT and EHI shall deliver
a copy of this order to all current and future principals, officers,
directors and managers, and to all current and future employees,
agents and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the
subject matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person
a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty
(30) days after the date of service of this order and, for a period of
five (5) years thereafter, to future personnel within thirty (30) days
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities.

XII.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the
corporations that may affect compliance obligations arising under this
order, including but not limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale,
merger or other action that would result in the emergence of a
successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary,
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parent or affiliate that engages in any acts· or practices subject to this
order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy petition; or change in
corporate name or address. Provided, however, that, with respect to
any proposed change in the corporation about which respondents
learn less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to take
place, respondents shall notify the Commission as soon as is
practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices required by
this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director,
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal
Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
Xlll.

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after the date ofservice of this order, and at other such times as
the Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail·the manner and form in which they
have complied with this order.

.,,
I

XIV .
This order will terminate on June 16, 2017, or twenty years from
the most recent date that the United States or the Commission files a
complaint (with or without an accompanying consent decree) in
federal court alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes
later; provided, however, that the filing of such a complaint will not
affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
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deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.

APPENDIX A

(CONFIDENTIAL APPENDIX A REDACTED FROM
PUBLIC RECORD VERSION)
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IN THE MATIER OF

KCD HOLDINGS, INC., ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3752. Complaint, June 16, 1997--Decision, June 16, 1997
This consent order requires, among other things, the California-based companies,

which market cellulose-bile products, and its officers to have scientific
substantiation for claims regarding the benefits or safety of any product or
program, including claims that it reduces the body's absorption of fat or sugar;
provides any weight loss benefit, allows consumers to eat high-fat foods
without increasing their risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries, heart disease
or other health problems; reduces the risk of these health problems; or can be
used safely and beneficially in amounts sufficient to cause diarrhea. The
consent order also prohibits the respondents from misrepresenting the
existence or results of any test or study, and requires KCD, KCD Holdings and
Richards to pay $150,000 in redress over a period of one year.

Appearances

For the Commission: Nadine Samter and Patricia Hensley.
For the respondents: Geoffrey Levitt, Venable, Baetjer, Howard
& Civiletti, Washington, D.C.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason
to believe that KCD, Incorporated, KCD Holdings, Inc., and
Deerfield Corporation, corporations, and Clark M. Holcomb,
individually and as a former officer ofKCD, Incorporated, and KCD
Holdings, Inc., and Bonnie L. Richards, individually and as a current
officer of KCD, Incorporated, and KCD Holdings, Inc., and Gerald
E. Ratto, individually and as an officer of Deerfield Corporation
("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that this
proceeding is in the public interest, alleges:
1. Respondent KCD Holdings, Inc. ("KCD Holdings"), is a
Nevada corporation with its principal office or place of business at
2835 Towns gate Road, Suite 110, Westlake Village, California.
2. Respondent KCD, Incorporated ("KCD"), is a California
corporation with its prl.ncipal office or place of business at 2835
Townsgate Road, Suite 110, Westlake Village, California. KCD is a
wholly-owned subsidiary ofKCD Holdings.
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3. Respondent Deerfield Corporation ("Deerfield") is a California
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 1455
yalley High Avenue, Thousand Oaks, California. Respondent
Deerfield is now and has been at all times relevant to this complaint
an advertising agency ofKCD and KCD Holdings.
4. Respondent Clark M. Holcomb ("Holcomb") was the president,
director and a majority shareholder ofKCD Holdings and KCD from
November 1993 through April1996. Individually or in concert with
others, he has formulated, directed, controlled or participated in the
acts and practices ofKCD Holdings and KCD, including the acts and
practices alleged in. this complaint. His principal office or place of
business is the same as that ofKCD Holdings.,
5. Respondent Bonnie L. Richards ("Richards") is vice president,
secretary, and director of KCD Holdings and KCD. Individually or
in concert with others, she formulates, directs, controls or participates
in the acts and practices ofKCD Holdings and KCD, including the
acts and practices alleged in this complaint. Her principal office or
place of business is the same as that of KCD Holdings.
6. Respondent Gerald E. Ratto ("Hatto") is an officer and the
owner of Deerfield. Individually or in concert with others, he
formulates, directs, controls or participates in the acts and practices
of Deerfield Corporation, including the acts and practices alleged in
this complaint. His principal office or place of business is the same
as that of Deerfield.
7. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold and
distributed products to the public, including SeQuester, an over-thecounter fat reduction and weight-loss tablet. SeQuester is a "food"
and/or "drug," within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
8. Since at least May 1994, respondents KCD, KCD Holdings,
Holcomb and Richards ("KCD respondents") have advertised,
distributed and sold an over-the-counter fat reduction and weight-loss
product to the public through, among other means, newspaper and
radio advertisements disseminated nationally. The KCD respondents
have wholesaled this product to retail drug stores and other retailers
for resale to the general public. The product, sold under the name
"SeQuester," is a combination of fiber and ox bile extract.
9. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in··
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

'(
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10. The KCD respondents have prepared and disseminated or
have caused to be disseminated advertisements for SeQuester,
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A
through E. Respondents Deerfield and Hatto have prepared and
disseminated or have caused to be disseminated advertisements for
SeQuester, including but not necessarily limited to the attached
Exhibits A through C and E. These advertisements contain the
following statements and depictions:
A.

THIS
IS WHAT
SEQUESTER
DOES TO
THE FAT
IN FOOD
YOU
EAT
Introducing SeQuester - the revolutionary tablet that "shrinks" the amount of
dietary fat your body absorbs.
SeQuester is a lab-tested formula that neutralizes fat in the food you eat - safely and
naturally - before it's absorbed, so it won't wind up on your body.
SeQuester's unique, patented ingredients bind fat molecules to vegetable fiber
passing them gently and harmlessly through your digestive tract. It's like you never
ate them at all. Shrink fat with SeQuester. Take advantage of introductory savings,
and discover the safe, natural approach to fat reduction. It's in the diet section,
today.
(Exhibit A -- newspaper advertisement)
B. THE FAT STOPS HERE
Dietary fat is a prime cause of overweight, heart disease, high cholesterol, and
other major health problems. So imagine a tablet that can "shrink" the amount of
fat your body absorbs.
Imagine SeQuester. A revolutionary discovery that lets you "remove" fat from
the food you eat before irs absorbed, so it won't wind up on your body. Or in your
arteries.
SeQuester is a safe, natural, lab-tested formula, shown to be effective in
lowering fat absorption. It's easy. Just take one or more SeQuester tablets 30
minutes before meals. Its unique, patented formula binds fat molecules to natural
vegetable fiber (as illustrated), passing it gently and harmlessly through your
digestive tract.
SeQuester is intended for use as part of a program of sensible nutrition and
exercise. Unlike fad diets that are ineffective at best, unhealthy at worst, SeQuester
contributes to a safe, gradual loss of body fat and weight significantly better than
what you're likely to accomplish through dieting and exercise alone.
So get control of fat, before fat controls you. Take advantage of our
introductory savings on SeQuester, and experience for yourself this patently
superior approach to fat reduction. Look for SeQuester in the diet section, today.
(Exhibit B -- newspaper advertisement)
C. For the holidays, don't cut it all out.
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Just take SeQuester.
SEQUESTER REDUCES FAT FROM THE FOOD YOU EAT.
Don't look now, weight watchers, but the holidays are gaining on us. So many
parties, so much good food, so hard to say, "no." So consider your choices:
Either you can cut out all those rich, delicious foods that make life worthwhile.
Or you can cut out this coupon and introduce yourself to SeQuester - a
revolutionary discovery that helps your body minimize fat retention from the food
you eat.
With SeQuester, you can plan on enjoying reasonable portions of all those
great holiday foods, confident that their entire fat content won't be showing up on
your scale- or in your arteries- come January 1st.
SeQuester is a safe, natural dietary supplement. Its unique, patented formula
helps bind fat molecules to natural vegetable fiber, so , they pass gently and
effortlessly through the digestive tract. Just take one or more tablets 30 minutes
before meals.
This season, make SeQuester the centerpiece of all your holiday meals. You'll
fmd it in better drugstores and supermarkets, everywhere.
NOTE: SeQuester is intended for use as part of a complete program of sensible
nutrition and moderate exercise. By following this program, studies suggest that
SeQuester contributes to a safe, gradual loss of body fat and weight significantly
more successful than dieting and exercise alone.
(Exhibit C -- newspaper advertisement)
D .....
Q. SHOULD I INCREASE MY DOSAGE?
A: After two or three days, increase your dosage to 2 tablets prior to your largest
and fattiest meal of the day. If no diarrhea results from 2 tablets at your largest
meal, you may choose to use 2 tablets before every meal. Some people will even
use 3 or more SeQuester tablets prior to their fattiest meal. If diarrhea occurs, it is
controllable. It does not require medication or any treatment. It just means that
there is too much fat in your stool to allow a normal bowel movement. This
actually is a condition we regard as desirable as it means the fat is leaving your
body. Whatever is appropriate for you depends upon how your body responds to
lesser dosages, and upon the advice of your physician.
(Exhibit D -- product package insert)
E.
SeQuester
Natural Nutritional Fat Sequestrant*
*SeQuester is a specially formulated patented product which, when used as
directed, reduces fat and sugar from the foods you eat.
Tests have shown SeQuester effects metabolizable energy, thus increasing fecal
energy (calorie) excretion and reduces hunger feelings without increasing total
calorie intake.
(Exhibit E -- product package label)

The KCD Respondents
11. Through the means described in paragraph ten, the KCD
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that:
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A. SeQuester prevents or significantly reduces the body's
absorption of fat from consumed food.
B. SeQuester significantly reduces the body's absorption of sugar
from consumed food.
C. Scientific research demonstrates that SeQuester prevents or
significantly reduces the body's absorption of fat from consumed
food.
D. Scientific research demonstrates that SeQuester causes
significant weight loss.

12. In truth and in fact:
A. SeQuester does not prevent or significantly reduce the body's
absorption of fat from consumed food.
B. SeQuester does not significantly reduce the body's absorption
of sugar from consumed food.
C. Scientific research does not demonstrate that SeQuester
prevents or significantly reduces the body's absorption of fat from
consumed food.
D. Scientific research does not demonstrate that SeQuester causes
significant weight loss.
Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph eleven were, and
are, false or misleading.
13. Through the means described in paragraph ten, the KCD
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that they
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the
representations set forth in paragraph eleven(A) and(B), at the time
the representations were made.
14. In truth and in fact, the KCD respondents did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set
forth in paragraph eleven(A) and (B), at the time the representations
were made. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
thirteen was, and is, false or misleading.
15. Through the means described in paragraph ten, the KCD
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that:
A. SeQuester causes significant weight loss.
B. Use of SeQuester allows consumers to eat high-fat foods
without gaining weight.
C. SeQuester causes significantly greater loss of weight and body
fat than diet and exercise alone.
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D. Use of SeQuester allows consumers to eat high-fat foods
without increasing their risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries,
heart disease and other health problems associated with a high-fat
diet.
E. SeQuester reduces the risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries,
heart disease, and other health problems associated with a high-fat
diet.
F. Use of SeQuester in amounts sufficient to cause diarrhea is
beneficial and safe.
16. Through the means described in paragraph ten, the KCD
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that they
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the
representations set forth in paragraph fifteen, at the time the
representations were made.
17. In truth and fact, the KCD respondents did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set
forth in paragraph fifteen, at the time the representations were made.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph sixteen was, and
is, false or misleading.
Respondents Deerfield and Hatto
18. Through the means described in paragraph ten, including but
not limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits A through C
and E, respondents Deerfield and Ratto have represented, expressly
or by implication, that:
A. SeQuester causes significant weight loss.
B. Use of SeQuester allows consumers to eat high-fat foods
without gaining weight.
C. Use of SeQuester allows consumers to eat high-fat foods
without increasing their risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries,
heart disease and other health problems associated with a high-fat
diet.
D. SeQuester prevents or significantly reduces the body's
absorption of fat from consumed food.
E. SeQuester reduces the risk ofhigh cholesterol, clogged arteries,
heart disease and other health problems associated with a high-fat
diet.
F. SeQuester significantly reduces the body's absorption of sugar
from consumed food.
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19. Through the means described in paragraph ten, including but
not limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits A through C
and E, respondents Deerfield and Hatto have represented, expressly
or by implication, that they possessed and relied upon a reasonable
basis that substantiated the representations set forth in paragraph
eighteen, at the time the representations were made.
20. In truth and in fact, respondents Deerfield and Hatto did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the
representations set forth in paragraph eighteen, at the time the ;
representations were made. Therefore, the representation set forth in
paragraph nineteen was, and is, false or misleading.
21. Through the means described in paragraph ten, including but
not limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits A through C
and E, respondents Deerfield and Hatto have represented, expressly
or by implication, that scientific research demonstrates that
SeQuester:
A. Prevents or significantly reduces the body's absorption of fat
from consumed food.
.
'
I
B. Causes significant weight loss.
22. In truth and in fact, scientific research does not demonstrate
that SeQuester:
A. Prevents or significantly reduces the body's absorption of fat
from consumed food.
B. Causes significant weight loss.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph twenty-one was,
and is, false or misleading.
23. Respondents Deerfield and Hatto knew or should have known
that the representations set forth in paragraphs eighteen, nineteen and
twenty-one were, and are, false or misleading_
24. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBITD
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·SeQuester.
A guide to a healthy lifestyle

INSIDE:
Valuable Ups on SeQuester use.
Plus: senstble eating & cxerdse bablts.
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EXHIBITD

Thank you for purchasing SeQuester .. This natur al patented product
helps reduce fat absorption and let's you lose weight naturaiJy and
comfortably.
Take bold or the

rat. bero~ the rat takes bold of you I

Please study the Important information contained In this pamphlet. It
Is designed to help you get the maximum benefit from SeQuester. It
contains many tips on food selection. food preparation, exercise and how to
use SeQuester most effectively.
THE REAL ENEMY: Your real enemy Is not weight. Your real enemy Is fat.
SeQuester helps fight fat.
HEALTHY HEART OBJECTIVE:

Number 1: To feed my body less fat.
Number 2: To train by body to burn rat more efficiently.
PROBABLE BENEFITS:
• Improved Health • Reduced fat Intake • Reduced body weight
• Increased energy level and productivity

THE EFFECTIVE, BEAL111Y WAY TO TAKE YOUR SEQUESTER:
SeQuester Is a tested product that wtJI help you Jose fat. Many or us
are used to weight loss programs which •take the weight otr' nearly
overnight. Many of those programs cause us to lose water weight. and even
muscle weight. But. weight Is not our number one enemy - fat Is. SeQuester
fights rat. and lostngjat takes ttme. Read and follow these lnstructtons
carefully. Make SeQuester a consistent part of your weight loss progr am.
Gtve yourse!f90 or more days to see measurable results. (Tbe faJtfal few
days of JOur SeQuester program may neu abow .ome weftbt IDc..,..e.
Don't paaJc. Tbfa Is normal.) f'ollow our GoodFood dietary guidelines and
get Into the good exercise habit. Good luck!
Q: HOW SHALL I BEGIN'?
A: Be gin by taking one or two tablets with a full glass (8 ounces) of water

or juice. Take your tablet{s) 112 hour prior to every meal . Taking SeQuester
during or alter a meal w111 not produce satisfactory results. Just be sure
that before you take your jlrst btte. take your SeQuester.

SQ-23
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EXlllBITD

Q: HOW MANY TABLETS SHOULD I TAKE PER DAY?
A: If you cat three m eals per d ay. you wtll use a minimum of 3 tablets per

day. F'or most people the maxJmum dally dosage Is 6 tablets. I.e .. 2 before
every meal. Most people vary their dosage between 3 to 6 tablets per day to
s ee which Is most etrecHve for them .
Q: HOW WILL I KNOW MY DOSAGE IS SATISFACTORY?
A: You're on the right track when one or more of the followtng occur: {I

Stools appear lighter In color; {2 Stools appear bulkier; (3 Stools m ay float
In water. These lndlcaHons result from fats being passed through your
digestive tract and eliminated In the stool.
Q: SHOULD I INCREASE MY DOSAGE?
A: After two or three days. Increase your dosage to 2 tablets prior to your

largest and rawest meal of the day. If no diarrhea results from 2 tablets at
your largest meal. you may choose to use 2 tablets before every meal. Some
people wtll even use 3 or more SeQuester tablets prior to thetr rawest meal.
If diarrhea occurs, It Is controllable. It does not require medJcaHon or any
treatment. It just means that there Js too much fat In your stool to allow a
normal bowel movement. This actually Is a condition we regard as desirable
as It means the fa t Is leaving your body. Whatever Is appropriate for you
depends upon how your body res ponds to lesser dosages, and upon the
advlce of your physician.
Q: IF I EAT A IOO'J6 FAT-FREE MEAL, SHOULD I STILL TAKE MY
SEQUESTER?
A: If one of your meals contains absolutely no fat. It Is not necessary to take
SeQuester for that parUcular meal.
Q: SHOULD I TAKE VITAMINS SUPPLEMENTS WHILE TAKING
SEQUESTER?
A: If you wish to take vltamtn supplements. we advise doing so I hour prior
to taking your SeQuester or 2 hours after taking SeQuester. We have
observed no evidence of fat-soluble vitamin deficiency during our human
testing. however taking a multiple vitamin/mineral supplement Is always a
good Idea.
Q: WHAT ABOUT ADDITIONAL SIDE EFFECTS?
A: T hree out of 10 people In our tes t group experienced excess gas whe n
taking SeQuester. If this Is a concern we s trongly recommend that yo u get
som e ac llvalccl charco al li•blcts. They arc very Inexpens ive a nd can be fo und

SQ - 2~
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'

Nattiral Nutritional Fat Sequcstrant*
~Is a·spec:tally fOrmulated j;aimted prOduct which, when used as diJected,
reduces .fat and supr bom the loods you eat.
Tests have shown SeQuester effects metabolizable enetBf, thus lncreaslng teal energy
(calorie) ~on and reduces hunger feeJJnss without lnaus!ng total calorie intake.
The oombinadon of sped.al Jngredlents, through our patented manutactudng process,
negatively affects the availabWty of fat and sugar. The mechanism that produces this action remains undear.
1~ money back guanmtee.
Sequester slum/Jl be used with t1 properly IHllllnad dlet and eurdseJ1I'OITIII"-

NUrllllONAL JNIIORMATIONPER TABLEI' (ONLY 2 CALOIIES EACH)
Protein
35.0 mg
Fiber
180.0 mg
Fat
0.06 grams
Carbohydrates
340.0 mg
Vltam1ns &: Minerals •less than 2596 RDA
Total Tablet WeJBbt • 700 miDJ.crams
RECOMMENDED USE: For adults only. Take 1 or 2 tablets 3 times per day 1/2 hour before meals with a FUU glass of water.
NOTICE: Before considering any weJght loss program, it 1s advisable to consult with
your physidan. This product, when used In excess, may cause diarrhea, abdominal
cramping( or gas. If this occurs, product dosage should be temporarily reduced or discontinued. Store in a cool dry place.
INGREDIENTS: Activated-Fiber Complex (Barley/ Rice Fiber, Sodium Choleate Complex), Cellulose, Acada, Croscannellose Sodium, Lemon Pectin, Stearic Add, Carrot,
Silicone Dioxide, Methylcellulose, Magnesium Stearate, Acerola and P.ropylene Glycol.
Manufactured E.ll.clwlvely For:
KCD, Inc. Westlake VIllage, CA 9136 I

'SSt 71
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Made In the USA
U.S. Paunt #4,865,850
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and . .
The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondents that the law has been violated as
alleged in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such
complaint, other than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and
other provisions as required by the Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1.' Respondent KCD Holdings, Inc., is a corporation organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Nevada, with its office and principal place of business
located at 2835 Townsgate Road, Suite 110, in the City of Westlake
Village, State of California.
2. Respondent KCD, Incorporated, is a corporation organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California, with its office and principal place of business
located at 2835 Townsgate Road, Suite 110, in the City ofWestlake
Village, State of California.
3. Respondent Deerfield Corporation is a corporation organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California, with its office and principal place of business
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located at 1455 Valley High Avenue, in the City of Thousand Oaks,
State of California.
4. Respondent Clark M. Holcomb was an officer of KCD
Holdings, Inc., and KCD, Incorporated. He formulated, directed and
controlled the policies, acts and practices of these corporations. His
home address is at 2190 Upper Ranch Road, in the City of Westlake
Village, State of California.
5. Respondent Bonnie L. Richards is an officer ofKCD Holdings,
Inc., and KCD, Incorporated. She formulates, directs and controls the
policies, acts and practices of these corporations. Her home address
is at 4791 Parma Lane, in the City of Agoura Hills, State of
California.
6. Respondent Gerald E. Ratto is an officer of Deerfield
Corporation. He formulates ~ directs and controls the acts and
practices of this corporation. His home address is at 1455 Valley
High Avenue, in the City of Thousand Oaks, State of California.
7. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
·
ORDER

It is ordered, That for purposes of this order, the following
definitions shall apply:
1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies or other evidence based on the expertise of
professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. "KCD respondents" shall mean KCD Holdings, Inc. ("KCD
Holdings"), KCD, Incorporated ("KCD"), corporations, their
successors and assigns and their officers; Clark M. Holcomb
("Holcomb"), individually and as a former officer of the corporations;
Bonnie L. Richards ("Richards"), individually and as an officer of the
corporations; and each of their agents, representatives and employees.
3. ''Deerfield respondents" shall mean Deerfield Corporation
("Deerfield"), a corporation, its successors and assigns and its
officers; Gerald E. Ratto ("Ratto"), individually and as an officer of
the corporation; and each of their agents, representatives and
employees.
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4. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean KCD
Holdings, KCD and Deerfield, corporations, their successors and
assigns and their officers; Holcomb, Richards and Hatto, individually
and as officers or former officers of the corporations; and each of the
above's agents, representatives and employees.
5. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 44.
I.

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of SeQuester or any product or program, marketed or sold
under any name, in or affecting commerce, shall not represent, in any
manner, expressly or by implication, that such product or program
prevents or reduces the body's absorption of fat or sugar from
consumed food, unless the representation is true and, at the time it is
made, respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable
scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
II.

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of SeQuester or any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner,
expressly or by implication, that any such product or program:
A. Provides any weight loss benefit;
B. Causes greater loss of body fat than diet and exercise alone;
C. Allows consumers to eat high-fat foods without increasing
their risk of high cholesterol, clogged arteries, heart disease or other
health problems associated with a high-fat diet; or
D. Reduces, or reduces the risk of, high cholesterol, clogged
arteries, heart disease and other health problems associated with a
high-fat diet,
unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.
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III.

It is further ordered, That the KCD respondents, directly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in
connection with the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for
sale, sale or distribution of SeQuester or any product or program, in
or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, in any
manner, expressly or by implication, that any such product or
program can be used, beneficially and safely, in amounts or with
frequency sufficient to cause diarrhea, unless, at the time the
representation is made, the KCD respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.
IV.

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering ·for sale, sale or
distribution of SeQuester or any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly or by
implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions or
interpretations of any test, study or research.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of SeQuester or any product or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner,
expressly or by implication, about the benefits, performance, efficacy
or safety of any such product or program unless, at the time the
representation is made, respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable evidence, which when appropriate must be competent
and reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates the representation.
VI.

It is further ordered, That with respect to the Deerfield
respondents, it shall be a defense to Sections I, II and V of this order
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that they neither knew nor had reason to know of an inadequacy of
substantiation for any such representation; provided further that it
shall be a defense to Section IV of this order that they neither knew
nor had reason to know that the test, study or research did not prove,
demonstrate or confirm that ~epresentation.

VII.
It is further ordered, That KCD Holdings, Inc., KCD Incorporated
and Bonnie L. Richards, their successors and assigns, shall deposit
into an escrow account, to be established by the Commission for the
purpose of receiving payment due under this order ("escrow
account"), the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($150,000). This payment shall be made in the following manner:

A. By certified or cashier's check made payable to the Federal
Trade Commission, in thirteen installments, the first installment of
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be made no later than the
date that this order becomes final; the next eleven payments of ten
thousand, four hundred and sixteen dollars ($1 0,416) to be made no
later'than the first day of each of the following eleven months; and
the final installment often thousand, four hundred and twenty-four'
dollars ($1 0,424) to be made no later than one year from the date that
this order becomes fmal. The checks shall be deliverable to Regional
Director, Federal Trade Commission, 915 Second Avenue, Suite
2896, Seattle, Washington.
B. In the event of any default in payment, which default continues
for ten (10) days beyond the due date of payment, the entire amount
due, together with interest, as computed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1961
from the date of default to the date of payment, shall immediately
become due and payable.
C. In order to secure payment of respondents' indebtedness to the
Commission, within seven (7) days of the date that this order
becomes final, respondents shall cause to be transferred to the
Commission a security interest in the property described in Appendix
A, which property has been determined by an independent appraisal
to have a value of one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars
($125,000) or more in excess of all other perfected security interests,
as security for the payments required to be made by respondents in
Part VII(A) of this order. The respondents shall, within seven (7) days
of the date that this order becomes final, ftle all documents necessary
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to perfect and record the Commission's security interest in the
property described in Appendix A, in conformity with appropriate
state law. The respondents shall, within ten (10) days of the date that
this order becomes final, furnish to counsel for the Commission
complete documentation evidencing that the Commission's security
interest in the property described in Appendix A has been correctly
perfected and recorded. The Commission will release this security
interest upon receipt of all payments required by Part VII(A) of this
order.
D. The funds paid by respondents, together with accrued interest,
shall, in the discretion of the Commission, be used by the
Commission to provide direct redress to purchasers of SeQuester in
connection with the acts or practices alleged in the complaint, and to
pay any attendant costs of administration. If the Commission
determines, in its sole discretion, that redress to purchasers of this
product is wholly or partially impracticable or is otherwise
unwarranted, any funds not so used shall be paid to the United States
Treasury. Respondents shall be notified as to how the funds are
distributed, but shall have no right to contest the manner of
distribution chosen by the Commission. No portion of the payment
as herein provided shall be deemed a payment of any fme, penalty or
punitive assessment.
E. At any time after this order becomes final, the Commission
may direct the escrow agent to transfer funds from the escrow
account, including accrued interest, to the Commission to be
distributed as herein provided. The Commission, or its representative,
shall, in its sole discretion, select the escrow agent.
F. Respondents relinquish all dominion, control and title to the
funds paid into the escrow account, and all legal and equitable title to
the funds vests in the Treasurer of the United States and in the
designated consumers. Respondents shall make no claim to or
demand for return of the funds, directly or indirectly, through counsel
or otherwise; and in the event of bankruptcy of respondents,
respondents acknowledge that the funds are not part of the debtor's
estate, nor does the estate have any claim or interest therein.
VIII.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
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and Drug Administration ("FDA"), or under any new drug application
approved by the FDA.
IX.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the FDA
pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990.
X.

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, for five (5) years
after the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by
this order, maintain and upon reasonable /written request make
available to the Commission for inspection and copying:
A. All advertisements or promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
XI.

It is further ordered, That respondents shall deliver a copy of this
order to all current and future principals, officers, directors and
managers, and to all current and future employees, agents and
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order, such
statements to be retained by respondents for a period of five (5) years.
Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty
(30) days after the date of service of this order, and to future
personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.
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xrr.
It is further ordered, That respondents KCD Holdings, KCD and
Deerfield, and their successors and assigns, shall notify the
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the
corporations that may affect compliance obligations arising under this
order, including but not limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale,
merger or other action that would result in the emergence of a
successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary,
parent or affiliate that engages in any acts or practices subject to this
order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy petition; or a change in
corporate name or address. Provided, however, that, with respect to
any proposed change in the corporation about which respondents
learn less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to take
place, respondents shall notify the Commission as soon as is
practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices required by
this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director,
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal
Trade Conu:llission, Washington, D. C.
XIII.
It is further ordered, That respondents Holcomb, Richards, and
Hatto shall, for a period of five (5) years after the date of issuance of
this order, notify the Commission within thirty (30) days of the
discontinuance of their current business or employment, and of their
affiliation with any new business or employment. The notice shall
include the respondents' new business addresses and telephone
numbers, current home addresses, and a description of the nature of
the business or employment and their duties and responsibilities. All
notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
XIV.

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after the date of service of this order, and at other such times as
the Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.
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XV.
This order will terminate on June 16, 2017, or twenty years from
the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order,
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
APPENDIX A
(CONFIDENTIAL APPENDIX A REDACTED FROM
PUBLIC RECORD VERSION)
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IN THE MATIER OF

GUILDWOOD DIRECT LIMITED
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3753. Complaint, June 16, 1997--Decision, June 16, /997
This consent order prohibits, among other things, the use of the name "Slimming
Insoles" to represent that a product causes weight loss without scientific
substantiation. The consent order requires the respondents to have scientific
evidence to substantiate any claims regarding the effectiveness, benefits, and
efficacy of any weight loss or fat l~s product. In addition, the consent order
requires testimonials to represent the typical experience of consumers or to
clearly and prominently disclose the generally expected results. Furthermore
the order prohibits the respondent from representing that Advance Bio/Natural
Research Labs is an independent research organization and from
misrepresenting the existence or results of any test or study. In addition the
consent order requires the respondent to pay $40,000 in consumer redress, of
which all but $7,500 is suspended.

Appearances
For the Commission: Beth Grossman and Jeffrey Bloom.
For the respondent: Sheldon S. Lustigman, Lustigman Law Firm,
New York, N.Y.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Guildwood Direct Limited ("respondent"), has violated the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the
Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges:
1. Respondent Guildwood Direct Limited is a Delaware
corporation with its principal office or place ofbusiness at 1402 Pine
Avenue, MPO Box 2130, Niagara Falls, New York.
2. Respondent has advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold and
distributed to the public Slimming Insoles, shoe insoles purported to
cause weight loss by stimulating certain areas of the feet. Slimming
Insoles are "devices," within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. Advertisements for these products
have appeared in the following publications: The Salt Lake Tribune,
The Denver Post, The Modesto Bee, The New York Post, The St.
Louis Post, American Woman, Crochet World, Soap Opera Update,
Women's Own, Low Fat Meals and Beautiful Brides, and have been
distributed as free standing inserts by News America.
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3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Slimming Insoles, including but not nec·essarily
limited to the attached Exhibits A through C. These advertisements
contain the following statements:
A. "REVOLUTIONARY EUROPEAN WEIGHT LOSS METHOD
GUARANTEED BY DOCTOR!"
"I LOST 74 POUNDS" Angela Meisel
The flrst and only massage insole in the world that reduces weight and regulates the
digestive system!
Now, join the over 370,000 Europeans who have discovered the secret to weight
loss!
·
For years Dr. Robert Metz, a European doctor and nutritionist~ has been
studying weight reduction by natural methods. His revolutionary invention Erina
Solum (Slimming Insoles) is his brilliant breakthrough.
NOWAVAILABLEINTHEU.S.A.!
The first and only massage insole in the world which reduces weight and
regulates the digestion system is now available in the U.S.A.!
ACUPRESSURE - A 5000 YEAR OLD CHINESE THERAPY!
Over 5000 years ago the Chinese discovered a natural way to stimulate the
inner organs via the reflex zones of the soles of the feet. (The English neurologists
Dr. Head and Dr. Fitzgerald have proved this natural Chinese philosophy). The
unique effectiveness of Dr. Metz's Slimming Insoles works on this same
completely natural method. With every step you take the insoles massage the reflex
zones of the kidneys, bladder and stomach gently but effectively.
Since overweight problems are often linked to the under~performance of the
dietary system, it should be stimulated to function effectively so the bodies [sic]
metabolism works normally and does not store excess fat!
*No Dieting *No Pills ,.
*No Nervousness
*No Frantic Exercising
*No Strange Formulas
*No Special Foods to Buy
HELP TURN ON YOUR BODY'S FAT BURNING PROCESS!
When the digestive organs are stimulated, the body burns stored up fat in a
natural way and digestion returns to normal... You lose weight, simply by everyday
walking. The result is a fabulous figure in a natural way.
EVERY STEP GENTLY MASSAGES YOUR REFLEX ZONES KEEPING YOU
[sic] METABOLISM WORKING.
This effect is based on the principle of Reflexology. All the body's organs have a
reflex point on the soles of the feet. When these points are massaged the functions
of the corresponding organ are stimulated. Dr. Metz discovered that this massage
can also be effected by walking. The insole knobs are arranged so they massage the
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reflex zones of the body, stimulating the dietary system and metabolic function. So,
get in step with this new European technology and start looking and feeling great!
MEDICAL TEST RESULTS VERY GOOD j478 PEOPLE TESTED
TESTIMONIALS ABOUND
"During 4 weeks I lost 6 pounds, the same happened to all of my friends." Carmen
Schlashter
"I lost 8 pounds within 8 weeks .... Above all I like them (Slimming Insoles) because
it's so easy to lose weight." Mrs. Petra Jung
"I have lost 10 pounds without torturing myself." Gabriele Geiger
"I can recommend it to everyone because it's not only to lose weight but they make
you feel physically fit." Carmen Steffens-Baum
"I'LL STAKE MY MEDICAL REPUTATION ON IT." R. Metz, MD
DR. METZ SLIMMING INSOLES GUARANTEE:
Step by step the Slimming Insoles will help you become slimmer, healthier and feel
more alive! You will be able to control your weight, and rid your body of the flab
while aiding your dietary system. They WILL work for you, or we'll refund every
cent you paid for them. NO questions asked." (Exhibit A - Print Advertisement).
.
B. [Heading at top of page:]
"ADVANCEBIO/NATURALRESEARCHLABS RESEARCH REPORTS DATA
CONTROL FILE NO 97644KC CASE HISTORIES [illegible] TEST GROUP
NC-46009 CASE FILE REGARDING: DR. ROBERT METZ, M.D. SLIMMING
INSOLES
STATEMENT: Tens ofThousands ofEuropeans have lost weight using Dr. Robert
Metz's, M.D. [sic] Slimming Insoles

I

CASE2
Control Weight Loss Evaluation on 478 Europeans Using Dr. Robert Metz's
Slimming Insoles.
The Dr. Metz Slimming Insoles were distributed to a control group of 478
individuals. The results are as follows:
58% of the individuals tested lost 14 lbs. or more.
27% of the individuals tested lost 10 lbs. to 14 lbs.
15% of the individuals tested lost up to 10 lbs.
The Medical Weight Loss Evaluation is considered "VERY GOOD"
CASE?
Individual Success Story - Subject Gabriele Geiger
"I have lost 10 lbs. without torturing myself with some kind of diet and without
appetite reducers. I always had my difficulties with diets and afterwards I always
gained back the weight I lost, sometimes even more than I had lost.. .I reconun.end
Dr. Metz's Slimming Insoles to everyone.
CONCLUSION
Overall results indicate that Dr. Robert Metz's Slimming Insoles have a positive
weight loss result on a large number of individuals." (Exhibit B - Direct Mail
Advertisement).
C. "Would you like to lose 10 lbs. like 15% of the test group did ... or 14 lbs.
like 27% did... or over 14 lbs. like 58% did? Or would you like to lose 20 lbs .. .30
lbs ....50 lbs. or even 74 lbs. like Angela Meisel did -- without dieting or exercising?
Then you must read this important message and join the over 370,000 Europeans
who have discovered a NEW secret to weight loss!
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Dear Friend,
I am very anxious to tell you the exciting news of a weight loss method that
is sweeping Europe. A European Doctor has made what many consider to be a
major breakthrough with a natural weight loss method. His name is Dr. Robert
Metz and he is a medical doctor specializing in weight loss and control. In Europe,
over 370,000 weight conscious individuals are now using Dr. Metz's All Natural
Weight Loss Method.
Clinically tested in Europe among a group of 478 people, the medical test
results were announced as "Very Good"!. A second controlled and monitored test
concluded Dr. Metz's weight loss system "as an effective method to fight off excess
pounds"- with a 14lb. weight loss achieved during the test period!
Happy Europeans have been sending Dr. Metz letters of thanks and
appreciation, claiming weight losses of up to 74 lbs. And the losses were all
achieved without dieting, strenuous exercising, or taking harmful pills and without
buying costly, special foods .
Wouldn't you like to lose those extra pounds you put on over the years ...And
would you like to achieve all this without dieting or strenuous exercising?
Trigger Your Body's Natural Fat Burning Process
And Tum Food Into Energy--Not Fat!
After years of weight loss research, Dr. Metz discovered the value of
reflexology, a natural method where the body's organs are stimulated to function
more efficiently. Specific areas on the bottom of the feet can be massaged to
stimulate the body's digestive organs. When the digestive organs are stimulated,
the body burns the food we eat, turning it into energy, NOT FAT. In addition, the
body's metabolism is activated and in this state it begins to burn stored up fat. The
problem was how do you periodically massage the bottom of the feet in a
convenient, cost effective manner?
A Weight Loss Method Designed For The 21st Century!
Dr. Metz and a team of specialists brilliantly solved the problem! They
developed a pair of insoles with massaging knobs strategically placed on the
insoles that come in contact with the bottom of the feet. Called Slimming Insoles,
they gently massage the reflex zones on the bottom of the feet and stimulate the
body's digestive and metabolic system. These insoles fit comfortably into any
normal shoe and with every step you take, the insoles keep your digestive furnace
burning fat.
Dr. Metz's Slimming Insoles Are The First And Only Insoles That
Reduce Weight And Regulate The Digestive System.
Now it's your tum to find out what hundreds of thousands of Europeans
already know about Dr. Metz's amazing weight loss method. By wearing the
Slimming Insoles, you will experience all day comfort, and begin to lose weight in
a sensible, natural, clinically proven way!
I have no doubt that the insoles will work for you as well as they have for
thousands of happy, slimmer Europeans. So why not get in step and begin losing
weight with every step. Dr. Metz and I are so sure that you will be thrilled with
your progress - we both GUARANTEE IT. However, if for any reason you are not
100% satisfied, return the insoles for a complete refund -- no questions asked."
(Exhibit C - Direct Mail Advertisement).
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5. Through the trade name "Slimming Insoles," and the means
described in paragraph four, respondent has represented, expressly or
by implication, that:
A. Slimming Insoles cause significant weight loss.
B. Slimming Insoles cause significant weight loss without
changes in diet or exercise.
C. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements
for Slimming Insoles reflect the typical or ordinary experience of
members of the public who have used the product.
6. Through the trade name "Slimming Insoles," and the means
described in paragraph four, respondent has represented, expressly or
by implication, that it possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis
that substantiated the representations set forth in paragraph five, at the
time the representations were made.
7. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph five, at the time the representations were made. Therefore,
the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false or
misleading.
·
8. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has
represented, expressly or by im:plication, that scientific studies
demonstrate that Slimming Insoles cause significant weight loss
without changes in diet or exercise.
9. In truth and in fact, scientific studies do not demonstrate that
Slimming Insoles cause significant weight loss without changes in
diet or exercise. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
eight was, and is, false or misleading.
10. Through the means described in paragraph 'four, respondent
has represented, expressly or by implication, that Advance
Bio/Natural Research Labs is a bona fide, independent research
organization that has published a report containing the results of
valid, independent testing of the Slimming Insoles.
11. In truth and in fact, Advance Bio/Natural Research Labs is not
a bona fide, independent research organization that has published a
report containing the results of valid, independent testing of the
Slimming Insoles. Advance Bio/Natural Research Labs is a fictitious
trading name utilized by Guildwood Direct Limited in its advertising.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph ten was, and is,
false or misleading.
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12. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A
REVOLUTIONARY EUROPEAN WEIGHT LOSS METHOD GUARANTEED BY DOCTO
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CASE ALE fiE~:

ftftee*WO
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Tbe Dr. IIetz Sllmmtng Inaolea, whJob we have been olferfng' to our
customel'8, bave now fln&lly received the reoogn!Uon twur deeerve. On the
29t.b of ~ 1998, the consumer televtston program "llarket Information •
poJ'tnV'ed the SUmming Insoles as an ettecuve method to ftSb,t olf exoeea.~ve
pounda. The t.Mt pei'BOn, llr. Kohler, whom the program bad pJOUd to do
tbJa te8t. Joat 14 lbe. during the t11a1 pertoc:!. Th.la weJ41bt .lou waa vertned by
~ before and alter, tn the preae.qce of the brpedneF.er. Tbe orlgi.Dal
cxunm.,tary of tbJa orlUoaJ program "The summtng ID80ie8
ua., abeolute

are

....
~:Jest~"

·······················································································································
o=s .a-.m,_Pn'Pt!f=•tD
... r , • ....., .... t e· ws
1

me

'1 P' bM'M

Tbe Dr. IIetz S'..lmm.1nC Inaolell were d18trtbuted to a oont.J-ol «roup of 478
1Dd.IVldU&lll. The result. are u roUowa:
88% of tbe individuals tested loe\ 14 lbe. or IDOI'IL
2~ of the lnd!vtduals tested 10t1t 10 lbe. to 14 lbe.
15% of the tnd1vtduals tested lost. up to 10 lbe.
Tbe lledJcal Weight Loa& Bvaluation l.lll oonalderecl •vmv QOOD•

..

aMU
,.......,,

"-7-.........w.,a.e-pe

• I bave tried umpteen d1eta tn tbe put. . . •
• Lost pounds came back Just as rast as I'd lo8t them. St.noe I bave been wnng
Dr. U:et.z's Slimming Insolea my weight baa slowly but atead1ly ~down. I
think Sl1mm1ng Insoles are perfect. and can recommend t.bem to an.yonel"
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_.._.,ll r

a,v., r· ms

•t INI benar than 8lo'8t beb'e... l was stleptica/ to start with because there are so many
quadal daiming 10 help you lose weight. Bur only a fBw weeb of Uling Or. Metra
Slimrring ,,.,._ changed my opinkln. Wilho'.Jt taking medicatiOn whoee side 8ft8as are
uMnown, I laet weight and INI better than I 8lo'8t" did before.•

auu

-'p'Qp••t

..,._.,. 8 lbs...A coiNgue told me how ..-.y and oomlcJttllbfy he wu *llnii~SJ uling
,.,._ mne rnuuge. AI firat 1 laughed at him. Bur .... by week r wu taught a ee.on.
So I IDo ordeled a pair of Slimming Insoles and now I'm ~- After IDiowlng the
c:feaf insfructions exacay, l'w lost8 lbs. in only 6 weea. The claim in your ad "A
fabulous figure U)' lhe most natural melhqd" is true. Congratulations to Or. Metz on his
Slimming Insoles."

JI&D.I

.,.....,.... cnss·~tmz-•·-.,•··"•...,...
• It. Ia I'II&IJ.y true t.hat your Dl&B88ge 1n8oles bave PQ8ttlwl,y I.DtlueDoed m.v
blologlo&l balance. 1be tabletB, e&pBlllee &Dd powders I UMd to tab JD tbe
put. al~ made me feel sick and dizey'. The e«S diet 1m111 made me tbrow
up on t.be UUrd ~ It's a pit.y that Dr. llet.z'a summtng ID80iea 1NNil't.
avaOable before. If this wonderfu.l.ly gentle metbod of aUmmtDI bad been
available tan 78&1'11 1180. I would have been spared a lot of autrezotn«. •

.............................................................. ..................................•...................... ..
. . . ._.,...... . .'rl411 .... 1"1'•'t••lrn
•I baw 1wt. 10
wtt.bout. &ortuJ'ID« m.yMlf wl&b 1101118 ldDd of CUA &Dd
wtt.bout appettte 1'8duoera. l al--.ya bad ID.J' d1trkNlt;aae wtUl dieta &Dd
att.erwuda I &l~ ga1Dec1 back \be wete!lt. I ~oat, 80metlmN 8'ftiD more
~ I bad lollt.... l recommend Dr. IIetz's summtng IDaoiN to ft8170DII."

n.:

OPP!1'Y"'P"
Overall r.ult.a I.Ddlcat.e t.h&t. Dr. Robert. Met.z'a summtngiDaolee bave a
poaltlve wete!lt 1068 result on a large number of I.Ddlv1duala. 1be &11 ~
appUC&tlon or t.he I.Daoles does not upset. t.he body's abUlt\Y t.o tunotion ln lt.'a
normal tD.&DD8r and does not at.reas t.he nervous system. Tb8 (llmt.1e maaa&ge
act.I.OD -=nay &lao ald t.he feet for l.nd ' vtduala wbo are for·: "d to spend long
periods waJlr:1DI.
o...-;,.._;__ ..,..,_ ..,,. _ .... __ .,...... ...~ A-..•,...o ron~ .,..,.;....,.~ ,,.n •loec o

"''•"~ ervi~•IWvt

"'- 11tJc tw'VVf
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Would you like to lose 10 lbs.li.ke 16% ofthe
test group did•••or 14 Jbs. like 27% did. •.
or over 14 Jbs. like 58% did? Or would you like
to ICMe .20 lba•••30 lba. ••50 lba•.•or even
74 Jbs. like AD,rela Meisel did without dietia. or eKerciainar?
Then you must read this important message·
and join the over 370,000 Europeans who have
discovered a ~ secret to weight Joss!
Dear P'rlend,
I am very anxious to teU you the exciting news of a weight IOSB method that Is
sweeping Burope. A European Doctnr has made what m&n,y consider to be a ~or
breakthrough wtth a natural weight lOSB method. His name Ia Dr. Robert Ketz
and be 1B a medical doctor specia.Uz1ng 1n weight loas and conuol. In Europe, over
370,000 ..m,bt con.cious 1nd1vtdu&ls a.re now using Dt Met.z'a 4ll BaturaJ WeJSht
IQM J(et,hM

Clln1e&Uy tested 1n Europe &mofl4E a grouo or 473 ye.:.;le, t.he mec11cal teat
reeults '"'"' announced u ~~·J A second oonuoUed and monitored test
concluded Dr. Iietz's weight loss system "&.!! a,n otrect1u methgd t.o fJCbt. oa erMss
mmd•"- wtth a 14 lb. weight lOSB achieved durtng the teat pel"lodl
Happy Buropeans have been sendlfl4E Dr. Uetz let.tora of t.ba.nklf and
apprectatlon. clalmir.g weight losses of up to 74 lba. And t.he l08oM8 were all
acbleved Without c11etlng, strenuous exerclal.ng, or t.ak1ng harmful pWs and Without
~ oost.l.y, apec1al foods.
Wouldn't you Uke to lose those extra pc-·mds you put on over tbe years ...
etrort.lesalY sUds l.nt.o t.hat. slinky dress or slacks . .. be the o~ect. of attention and
adm.J.ratlon? Would you Uke to regain oontrol of your wettht wtt.hout buytng pUls
month alter mont.h . . . without jol..nlng expensive wettht 1088 programs ... Without
buying oost.l.y •apectal foods"'? Would you :Ute to regaJ.n your youtblul appearance
.. . put t.he sprt.ng back in your step a.nd race each d.a.y wtt.h a renewed vtgor and
vitallt.y for Ufe? And would you like to achieve all this wtt.hout. d1ettng or
strenuous exercisl.ng'?
I! your answer Is yes to any or t.hese questJons t.hen you must rea.d t.he
exciting details about this &mazing NEW ctiscovery on the ot.her sidell
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After ,Y8&J'8 of welgbt lo8S research, Dr. IIetz discovered the value of

ret'lu:oloCY, a natural method where the body's organs are stimulated to tunction
more ematen~ Specit1c areas on the bottom of tbe feet can be meeelllld to
lltfmulate the bod.Y'a d.1411Nrtfve org&ns. When the cU4fe8ttve OJ1PU18 &N attmul&ted,
the bocl,y burns tbe food tnt eat, turll1Dg Jt Jnto ensrgy, NOT PAT. In addJtton, the
bocl;y's UU!Uboll•m ... &Otlvatad &Dd Jn tiWf state ~ beglD8 to burn 8tored up fat.
'lbe problem wu bow do you perJodJoall,y m"'l,flle the bottom at the feet lD a
oazivaojeat, ooat etreotlve

mann.er?

A...._...._ ............... ._~.l.&a..lla7f
Dr. IIetz &Dd a e.m of apeai&lJ8ta brWJ&ot~y .alY8d the p.robleml They
developed & peJr oflD80lell With m•91eg!ng knobel ~oal.tY plaoed on the
lD801ea tb&t oome Jn oontact wtth the bottom of the feet. C&llec1 summtng Insoles.
they gently JD&IIIIAC8 the reflex zonee on the bottom of the feet &Dd 8tlmul&te the
body's d.lleetlve and metabolic system. These insoles fit oom!o rt.ably Into am'
normal shoe and wtth every step you t&ke, the Insoles keep your dJge8tlve furnace
burning rat. When you walk you m~ feel a pleasant t1nglJng aens&tioo. Even
when you att your feet ~ stUI feel stimulated - oonfirm.lnl that the meesagtn&
action Is worJdnl. Bounds simple? The most etrect1w t.bingiS usualJy &7'8.
..................,~ ..... 'a.l'ln&..a.d~ ....... f t a

....._...,... ..... .._....~..., lhelfl

2

~ doctore belleve the body has the &bW~ to cure ttaelf when the
oondltlons are 1'14Jbt. Dr. IIetz's Sl.l.mmJng Insolee work in exactly tb1a D&tural,
oonvm-di..:.t ID&DIUn'. You lose wellht n.atw'ally, ~~thout into •..;..wiD~ foretsn drugs
or cbemte&la into your boc1,y, which ~ bf :nore harmfUl than beDeftc1&11

GOOD ..........,.., JPWr~ Jl"'n& B - .
Dr• ......_ mtw• . . , 1118oiM.An.&...aa.Melll'llliiV.LI

Now it's your turn to lind out wb&t hundreds of thou.e&Dda of Burope&na
know &llout Dr. IIetz's &D!•ztng wetgbt 10118 metbod. By
the
81tmmtnc Insoles, you wt11 experience &11 <1a.y oom!ort, &Dd begin to loee wetgbt ln
88081ble, natural, c1Jn1cally proven wa.yt

-nne

~

I b&ve no doubt that the lnSOlea wUl work ror you u tntll u t.bey have ror
thousands of b&ppy, sUmmer Europeans. So why not cat 1n ltep &Dd begin loatng
weight. wtt.b oveN sr.oo. Dr. Met.z &nd I are so sure that you wtll be thrWed Wlth
your progress we both GUARANTEE rr. However, 1f for aey ~n you are not
100% S&t1sfied, return the lnsoles for a oomplete mtund - no questions aaked.
2

Yours for a slimmer, be&lt.b1er, more a.ctlve you ,

d(M_~Tw~
Just.in T. Wlnslow

&
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Decision and Order

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge
respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by the
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than
jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Guildwood Direct Limited, also doing business as
Intermed Laboratories, is a corporation organized, existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware,
with its office and principal place of business located at 1402 Pine
Avenue, MPO Box 2130, Niagara Falls, New York.
2. The F cderal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For purposes ofthis order, the following definitions shall apply:
1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean as follows:
A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the
advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume
and cadence and for a duration sufficient for an ordinary consumer to
hear and comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size and
shade, and shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an
ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it.
B. In a radio advertisement, the disclosure shall be delivered in a
volume and cadence and for a duration sufficient for an ordinary
consumer to hear and comprehend it.
C. In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in a type size,
and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that the ordinary
consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the
background against which it appears. In multipage documents, the
disclosure shall appear on the cover or the first page.
D. On a product label, the disclosure shall be in a type size, and
in a location on the principal display panel, that are sufficiently
noticeable so that an ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print
that contrasts with the background against which it appears.
Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label.
3. Unless othetwise specified, "respondent" shall mean
Guildwood Direct Limited, a corporation, its successors and assigns
and its officers, agents, representatives and employees.
4. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S .C. 44.

,.
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I.

It is ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, shall not
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication,
that:
A. Such product causes significant weight loss, with or without
changes in diet or exercise; or
B. Such product provides any weight loss, fat loss, weight
regulation, weight control or weight maintenance benefit,
unless, at the time the representation is made, respondent possesses
and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.
II.

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, shall not
use the name "Slimming Insoles" or any other name in a manner that
represents, expressly or by implication, that the product causes weight
loss, unless, at the time the representation is made, respondent
possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that substantiates the representation.
III.

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of any food, dietary supplement, drug, device, or
weight loss product or program, as "food," "drug" and "device" are
defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or
affecting commerce, shall ·n ot represent, in any manner, expressly or
by implication, that the experience represented by any user
testimonial or endorsement of the product represents the typical or
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ordinary experience of members of the public who use the product,
unless:
A. At the time it is made, respondent possesses and relies upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation; or
B. Respondent discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either:
1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the
product, or
2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, th.at consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.
For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16
CFR 255.0(b).

IV.

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, shall not
represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that Advance
Bio/Natural Research Labs is a bona fide, independent research
organization or that it has published a report containing the results of
valid, independent testing of such product.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of any food, dietary supplement, drug, device, or
weight loss product or program, as "food," "drug" and "device" are
defined in Section 15 of the Federa] Trade Commission Act, in or
affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly
or by implication:
A. The existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions or
interpretations of any test, study, or research; or
B. The existence, nature, purpose or activities of any organization.
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VI.

It is further ordered, That:

A. Respondent shall pay to the Commission as consumer redress
the sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000); provided however, that
this liability will be suspended, subject to the provisions of subparts
B and D below, upon the payment of seven thousand and five
hundred dollars ($7 ,500) no later than the date this order becomes
final. Such payment shall be deposited into an escrow account to be
designated by the Commission for the purpose of receiving payment
due under this order.
B. In the event of respondent's default on the $7,500 payment set
forth in subpart A above, the amount of forty thousand dollars
($40,000), less the sum of payments made pursuant to· subpart A
above, shall become immediately due and payable without any notice
required to be given to the respondent, and interest computed at the
rate prescribed under 28 U.S.C. 1961, as amended, shall immediately
begin to accrue on the unpaid balance.
C. Any funds paid by respondent pursuant to subparts A and B
above shall be paid into a redress fund administered by the
Commission and shall be used to provide direct redress to purchasers
· of the Slimming Insoles. If the Commission determines, in its sole
discretion, that redress to purchasers is wholly or partially
impracticable, any funds not so used shall be paid to the United States
Treasury. Respondent shall be notified as to how the funds are
disbursed, but shall have no right to contest the manner of distribution
chosen by the Commission.
D. The Commission's acceptance of this order is expressly
premised upon the financial statements and related documents
provided by respondent to the Commission on November 18, 1996.
After service upon respondent of an order to show cause, the
Commission may reopen this proceeding to make a determination
whether there are any material misrepresentations or omissions in
said financial statements and related documents. Respondent shall be
given an opportunity to present evidence on this issue. If, upon
consideration of respondent's evidence and other information before
it, the Commission determines that there are any material
misrepresentations or omissions in said financial statements and
related documents, that determination shall cause the entire amount
of monetary liability of forty thousand dollars ($40,000), less the sum
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of any payments made under subpart A above, to become
immediately due and payable to the Commission, and interest
computed at the rate prescribed in 29 U.S. C. 1961, as amended, shall
immediately begin to accrue on the unpaid balance. Proceedings
initiated under this subpart are in addition to, and not in lieu of, any
other civil or·crintinal remedies as may be provided by law, including
any proceedings the Commission may initiate to enforce this order.
VII.
It is further ordered, That respondent Guildwood Direct Limited,
and its successors and assigns, shfill, for five (5) years after the last
·date of dissemination of any representation covered by this order,
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B . All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
VIII.
It is further ordered, That respondent Guildwood Direct Limited,
and its successors and assigns, shall deliver a copy of this order to all
current and future principals, officers, directors and managers, and to
all current and future employees, agents, and representatives having
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order, and
shall secure from each such person a signed and dated statement
acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent shall deliver this
order to current personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of
service of this order, and to future personnel within thirty (30) days
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities.
Respondent shall maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying a copy of each
signed statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
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IX.
It is further ordered, That respondent Guildwood Direct Limited,
and its successors and assigns, shall notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not
limited to a dissolution of a subsidiary, parent or affiliate that engages
in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address.
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C .

. x~
It is further ordered, That respondent Guildwood Direct Limited,
and its successors and assigns, shall, within sixty (60) days after the
date of service of this order, and at such other times as the Federal
Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission a report,
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
XL

This order will terminate on June 16, 2017, or twenty (20) years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order,
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not effect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
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Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order,
and.the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal,
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the
complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MAITER OF

BODYWELL, INC., ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3754. Complaint, June 16, 1997--Decision, June 16, 1997
This consent order prohibits, among other things, the use of the name "Slimming

Soles" to represent that a product causes weight loss without scientific
substantiation. The consent order requires the respondents to have scientific
evidence to substantiate any claims regarding the effectiveness, benefits, and
efficacy of any weight loss or fat loss product. In addition, the consent order
requires testimonials to represent the typical experience of consumers or to
clearly and prominently disclose the generally expected results. Furthermore
the order prohibits misrepresentations about the existence or results of any test
or study, violations of the FTC Mail or Telephone Order Merchandise Rule,
and requires the respondents to pay $100,000 in redress.

Appearances

For the Commission: Beth Grossman and Jeffrey Bloom.
For the respondents: Linda A. Goldstein and Jeffrey S. Edelstein,
Hall, Dickler, Kent, Friedman & Wood, New York, N.Y.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
BodyWell, Inc., a corporation, and Gerard du Passage, individually
and as an officer of the corporation ("respondents") have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges:
1. Respondent BodyWell, Inc. is a New York corporation with its
principal office or place of business at 27 West 20th Street, Suite
1001, New York, New York.
2. Respondent Gerard du Passage is an officer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates,
directs, controls or participates in the policies, acts or practices of the
corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
His principal office or place of business is the same as that of
BodyWell, Inc.
3. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale, sold and
distributed products to the public, including Slimming Soles, shoe
insoles purported to cause weight loss by stimulating certain areas of
the feet. Slimming Soles are "devices," within the meaning of
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Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Advertisements for these products have appeared in the following
publications: Cosmopolitan, Redbook, McCall's, Family Circle, The
Denver Post, The National Enquirer, The Globe/ National Examiner,
The Star, Woman's Day, Woman's Own, Diets & Exercise, Grit,
Woman's World, Soap Opera Weekly, Capper's, Soap Dish, Soap
Opera Digest, True Story, Weekly World News, The Sun, First For
Women, Craft Works, Senior Citizens, Flower & Garden, TV Host,
Soap Opera Magazine, Popular Magazine Group, Family, Woman's
Day Low Fat Meals, USAir, American Legion, Walking Magazine,
Good Cooks' Companion, Northwest, Retired Military Family, TV
Blue Print, Almanac for Farmers, Farmers Almanac and Blum's
Almanac, and have been distributed as free standing inserts through
Valassis FSI and News America.
4. The acts an.d practices of the respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
5. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for Slimming Soles, including but not
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through C. These
advertisements contain the following statements:
A. "The discovery of a German Doctor bas revolutionized the field of weight
loss!. ..
LOSE WEIGHT FAST AS YOU WALK!
SEE HOW DOCTOR METZ' SLIMMING SOLES CAN MAKE YOU LOSE
OVER 15 LBS WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST EFFORT!
... and without dieting! You walk all the time ... When you go shopping, at home, at
work ... Well did you know that just by walking, you can lose over 15 lbs without
any diet or without doing any extra exercise? And that's what Dr. Robert Metz, a
German weight loss expert and inventor of the first Slimming Soles, has
discovered!
Guarantee
In asking to use Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles on a trial basis, you are not taking any
risk except to see your body, day after day, becoming healthier and rejuvenated,
(excess weight is dangerous to your health). However, if for any reason
whatsoever, you were not 100% satisfied with the results obtained, all you have to
do is to return your pair of Slimming Soles in its original box, and you will be
immediately reimburse [sic], no questions asked. This is a full Guarantee.
A revolutionary discovery ...
You certainly know the basic principles of Reflexology. It's that Chinese technique
that consists of stimulating specific points on the sole of the feet, which correspond
to a specific organ of the body.
A wide variety of disorders can be treated in this way: headaches, back pain and
many other symptoms.
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But what you don't know, it's what Dr. Robert Metz, a weight loss expert, has
discovered.
This doctor has discovered that under your feet existed certain points that make you
lose weight automatically if you stimulate them!
* These points "force" your body to get rid of its surplus fat.
* These points can make you lose over 15 lbs in just 6 weeks without dieting or
doing any extra exercise!
From these observations, Dr. Metz invented and designed the ftrst pair of Slimming
Soles based on the technique of Reflexology. These sole [sic] will make you lose
weight with every step you take!
Amazing results, scientifically proven!
A recent medical test has been conducted with 478 people who had all failed to lose
weight using any known method. After 6 weeks, 58% of these people had lost 15
lbs or more, 27% had lost between 13 and 15lbs., and 15% had lost 13 lbs. None
of these people altered their eating habits, they didn't do any exhausting exercises
or any particular form of gymnastics; all they did was slip Dr. Metz' Slimming
Soles into their shoes!
And now put your body in a constant weight loss mode without any effort and
without any diet, by Dr. Metz.
Now, you too can lose weight rapidly, without going on a special diet and without
having to do any extra exercise. All you have to do is slip Dr. Metz' Slimming
Soles into your everyday shoes and live normally.
Every time you walk, whether you're going shopping or you're simply around the
house or at work, you'll be losing weight!
,· You don't have to change a thing in your eating habits, all you have to do is walk
· · as you normally do, (without excess).
6 weeks to lose 16 lbs.
After 6 weeks, you should have already lost between 13 and 16 pounds (as proven
by the tests!). And no one will know your secretsince you were not on a diet!
By simply slipping the new Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles into your shoes, you should
quickly lose between 13 to 16 lbs. If it's not the case and you lost only between 6
and 8 lbs instead of the 16lbs you were looking for, all you have to do is to return
your Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles in their original box and we will reimburse you
irrunediately, no questions asked. It means that the trial won't have cost you a
penny. But believe me with the Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles you will [sic] thrilled
about the weight you have lost."
[In red type:] COUPON TO LOSE 16 LBS NO EFFORT!"
(Exhibit A - Print Advertisement)
B. [Large script:] "Lose 13 to 15 lbs.! With no Effort!
IT IS FINALLY POSSIBLE, THANKS TO DR. METZ' ASTONISHING
SLIMMING SOLES, WHICH CAN MAKE YOU LOSE 13 TO 15 LBS.
WITHOUT THE LEAST EFFORT!
(script) and without dieting!
[A]re you aware that the simple fact of walking can make you to lose up to 15 lbs.,
without dieting or working out?
Yes, 15lbs. can simply vanish by just walking the same number of steps that you
normally do, no more, no less.
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What Dr. Metz has discovered is that under your feet there are certain particular
points which, when stimulated, automatically make you lose weight!
*Points which "compel" your body to get rid of excess fat.
'* Points which can make you to lose 15 pounds in 6 weeks, without dieting and
without exercising!
In light of these observations, Dr. Metz developed and refmed the first Slimming
Soles based on the technique of Reflexology; they will make you lose weight every
time you take a step!
ASTONISHING RESULTS, SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN!
Listen carefully to this:
A recent medical test was conducted with 478 people who had been unable to lose
weight, regardless of what techniques they tried.
These 478 people were each given a pair of Slimming Soles, with these 2
reconunendations:
1. Don't walk more than usual
2. Don't make any changes in your eating habits.
After 6 weeks of tests, 58% of these people had lost 15 lbs. or more, 27% had lost
between 11 and 15 lbs., and 15% had lost 11lbs. These people made no changes
in their eating habits and didn't do any strenuous exercise or workout regimen. All
they did was slip a pair of Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles into their regular shoes!
'I lost 9 pounds in six weeks. You are telling the truth when you write ...that you can
have the body you've always dreamed of the natural way!' Mr. Peter Wintherthur
'I have had your insoles now for 7 days. I have lost 5 lbs.' BFB, Norristown, PA
AND NOW PUT YOUR BODY IN A CONSTANT WEIGHT LOSS MODE,
WITHOUT EFFORT, AND WITHOUT DIETING!
Now you too can lose weight- quickly, easily, without a special diet and without
any extra exercise. All you have to do is slip a pair of Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles
inside your regular shoes, and go on about your normal life.
You do not have to change any of your eating habits, or your lifestyle - all you
have to do is walk normally (without excess).
Say goodbye to austere diets, say goodbye to strenuous and often ineffective
workout sessions. With your "Erina Solum" Slinuning soles, all you have to do is
walk, just walk normally.
After 6 weeks, you should already have lost between 13 and 15 pounds (The tests
prove it). You should fmd a new zest for life and a new energy.
RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED!
In slipping these new Slimming Soles into your shoes, you should quickly lose
between 13 and 15 pounds. If, for whatever reason that does not happen, even if
you lose only 7 or 8 pounds instead of 15, all you have to do is return your
Slimming Soles, with their original packaging, and we will refund your money
immediately, no questions asked. Your experiment will not have cost you a penny.
But believe me, with the Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles you will be thrilled about the
weight you have lost.
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Our Guarantee for a 90 Day Risk Free-Trial
In asking to try out the Dr. Metz' Slimming Soles, you risk nothing except seeing
your body being transformed daily, each day becoming more gracious and healthier
(Excess weight is dangerous to your health). However, if .after 90 days, for
whatever reason, you are not 100% delighted with the results, all you have to do
is return your pair of Slimming Soles in its original packaging, and you will be
immediately given a full refund, no questions asked.
This is our written pledge." (Exhihit B - Direct Mail Advertisement).
C. "COUPON TO LOSE 15 LBS. WITH NO EFFORT!
Yes, I want to lose 13 to 15 lbs. With no effort, just by slipping Dr Metz' Slirruning
Soles into my shoes.
I understand that I don't have to do anything else- no diet, no workout.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery."
(Exhibit C- Direct Mail Advertisement).

6. Through the trade name "Slimming Soles," and the means
described in paragraph five, respondents have represented, expre·ssly
or by implication, that:

A. Slimming Soles cause significant weight loss.
B. Slimming Soles cause significant weight loss without changes
in diet or exercise.
C. Consumers using Slimming Soles will lose 13 to 16 pounds
within six weeks, and will do so without changes in diet or exercise.
D. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements
for Slimming Soles reflect the typical or ordinary experience of
members of the public who have used the product.
7. Through the trade name "Slimming Soles," and the means
described in paragraph five, respondents have represented, expressly
or by implication, that they possessed and relied upon a reasonable
basis that substantiated the representations set forth in paragraph six,
at the time the representations were made.
8. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph six, at the time the representations were made. Therefore,
the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is, false or
misleading.
9. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents
have represented, expressly or by implication, that scientific studies
demonstrate that Slimming Soles cause significant weight loss,
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including 13 to 16 pounds within six weeks, without changes in diet
or exerctse.
10. In truth and in fact, scientific studies do not demonstrate that
Slimming Soles cause significant .weight los·s, including 13 to 16
pounds within six weeks, without ·changes .in diet or ·exercise.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph nine was, and is,
false or misleading.
11 . In conneCtion with the sale of Slimming Soles to consumers,
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that
Slimming Soles· would be delivered to purchasers within a reasonable
peri.o d of time.
12. In truth.and in fa,ct, in numerous instances, the Slimming
Soles that w~re sold to purch~sers have not been delivered to such
purchasers within a reasonable period of time. Further, in numerous
instances, respondents have failed to provide refunds of money paid
by such purchasers within a reasonable period of time. Therefore, the
representation set forth in paragraph eleven was, and is, false or
misleading.
13. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
compfaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in vi0lation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act.
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A BodyWell USA Exclu•ive.

A GeT1MD Doctor Revolutionizes
evaeyt.h.iug we bel·i eve about weight loss!

~ 13 ~ 1:J -£--~ .
w~ '-;\.o ~-c ./

I

XT XS FX.ALLY POSSXBLB, THANES TO DR. KBTZ'
ASTO.XSBDIG SL.DaaiiQ SOu&, WIIZCB CA1r 11A1tB YOO'
LOa 13 TO 15 LBS. WZTJIOO"J' TD LUST Kri"'Jl2'1

~ .4'c..ck.....e e<.U..~ .

1

Dear Friend.
Allow me to ask you

~~is

question :

Vou wa lk. d on't you?

When s h opping, or . perhaps , when 90 i nq tc work ...
Well . are you •ware that ~he simple f act ~ f walking can make you to los e
to 15 lbs. , withou~ die tin9 oc working out?
Ye&,

~p

15 lbs . ean simply vanish by just wAlking thR ume

nwaber of steps tha t you normally do , no .ore. no l e •s .
Slim down as you walk . . . that ' s the claim made by Dr . Robert M~ta , a German
weight-loss specialist and inventor of th• first •Erina Solu.• Sli. .ing
Soles!

This discovery is based on the principles ~c reflexology. the ancient
Chinese technique which eonsists ot stimulat i no certain points on the soles
of th• feet. points which correspond to specific body organs .

It is thus actually possible to treat variou5 ailMents. such as digest ive
problems. mioraine he•d~ches . stomach aches, and ~ny other afflictions as
"ell. . .
What Or . Hetz has dis covered is that unde~ your fe•t there are certain par ticular points which . when stimulated. autOm4tically .ake you lose weight !

Points which •compel•

you~

body

t~

get rid of excess fat .

Points wh1ch c~n moke y ou to lose lS po unds in 6 weeks .
without d1etino and withou~ exerc isin9 !

800Y

WE LL

USA .

I 11
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Paq" l
In light at : hes.? observa.t.io~s. Or. Metz de·Jelo peci 3~d :e~.:.~ed ::-:~ :::-s :
Slimming Soles based on the techn~que of Ref:exo~ogy ; : :-:.ey ...,1.: ! =ncii<.e ;· c-.;
lose weight every time you ~ake a step!

ASTOHZSHXNG RESULTS,

SCXEHTXPZCALLY PROVEN!

Listen c arefully to this :
A recent medical tes t w~s conducted with 478 people who had been un•ble to
lose weight. regardless ot what techniques they tried .
These 478 people were each qi ven a pair of Slimming Soles , with these 2 rec-

\

ommendations:

!

1 . Don't walk more than usual
2. oon•t make any changes in your eating habits.

After 6 ~eks ot t e sts. 58\ of these people had lost 1 5 lbs . or more , 27\
h ad lost bet~n 11 and 15 1bs ., and 15 o had lvst 11 lbs .
These people made
no change5 in their eating h abi ts and didn't do any strenuous exercise or
workout regimen. All they did WdS slip a pair ot De. Hetz • Slimming Soles
into their regular shoes!

READ WHAT THOSE WBO LOST WBZGBT
laTH TIIBSB SOLES HAVE TO SAY •• .

{.

•r•v. aeYer felt ea good •• I feel aow ••• ••

. At first . I was skeptical. bec.tuse , when it comes to losing weight. 1
have found that I was often dealing with chaclaeans. But after several weeks
of use. I was completely convinced that Dr. Hecz• Slimming Soles actually
work .
I've lost weight without havinq to ust chemical products. whose
ingredients and side etfects are unknown.
J•ve never felt as good as I feel
now ... •
Mrs. £~ U., Lucerne, Swit%erland

..... A co-wocJc·e r told me th.tt he was losing weiw;,c easily '" - .Jnks to a .i\Assag·e
At first" . r made fun <-• ! him. However . as the week.s
went by. I was won over .
r t hen ordered a pdir of Slimming Soles myself .. . I
must admit that I am quite impressed .
I carefully followed t .he insta..J.ctions . which are quite clear.
I lost 9 pounds in 6 weeks.
You are telling
the truth when you write .. . chat you can have the body you've always dreamed
of the natur41 w•y!•
Mr. Peter K., Wintherthur

ot the refleKive- zones .

• . . . The points you mdke have chanqed m¥ life.
tt•s quite true that your
Slimming Sole have a positive infl uenc~ on my entire sys~em. The pills. powders , and other products which I had t.a;. · i in t.h<l' past oft.en made me nau seous and dizzy . . . If this &mazinq natural weivht-loss method had been available 10 years earlier, I 'wltould have been able to avoid a number of painful
and sometimes risky t~eatments . .. •
Hrs. Sabrina S , , Baden. Swit~erland
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•z

can heartily reca..ead tbi•

wo~derful

)

invention!~

• ... I ' ve tr- i ed severa l d i ets .
But I o"~ neci back the ··e1gh : 3S quick.l:,· d S :
lost it . S ince I have been u sing your S .1L:nnu no so les , I ;,a ve l o st weig~t . . . ;fi nd these s oles p e rfect , and I c an only recommend th i s ~noen lous invention! •
Hrs . Ni cole w. . St . Ga ll

• ... I have had you r insoles now tor 7 days . I have l ost 5 lbs . f a lso ha ve
spurs of the heels , these i nso l es help my lee t also. I don ' t have to take
T ----- 1 for~ feet. Would you please send me Two more pairs of your
insoles.•

BFB, Norristown. PA

A•D •ow POT rooR BODr r• A COMSTAB% WKIQBT LOBS NODK,
WIT.OOT KPPORT, A•& WITBOOT ~IKTf.OI
Now you too c •n lose weight - qui c kly . @asily. without d spec ial diet and
without any extra exercise .
All yo u have to do i s slip a pa i r ot Or . Pie t z '
Slimming Soles inside your requldr shoes. dnd qo on abou t your norma l l ife .
And whenever you walk. wh ethe r ~~tt home . d oing your ecr-dnds . o r on you c ~aY
to wo rk . you wil l lose we1qht Vou do not have to chanoe dny o l your eating h a bits . or your l i f estyl e - al l
you have t o do is walk normally fwicho u t exc e ss I .

I

£

it h each step , the slimming re!lexolooy points i n the soles of your feet
wi ll be sti~ulated , and your body will naturally free itself o f its excess
at .

Say goodbye to austere diets , s..sy goodbye t o strenu o us and often iue : fective
workout se~sions .
With your • £rina SoJuv• Slimming Sol es, all you ~ve to
d o i s wa' ' .
just walk normall y .

6

WBBKS TO

LOS~

15 POVRDS

6 weeks . you should •l•eady ha ve lost betw~n 1) and 15 pounds (The
tests prove li!-). You should f ind a new zest for life &nd a new enerqy .
You
can once agaan slip into your favorite slinky dress . You can a stound your
friends with your new figure!
You c an ~come ano t her person . someone who
will be noticed!
And . since you didn ' t diet , no one will quesa your secret !
Af ter

R&SULTS ARK GVARART&BDI
ln slipping these new Slimming Soles i nc~ your s hoes . vgy ahould quickly
lose bet.weera 1] and 1 s~~s .
r t . for v hateve:- reason that does 'Hot t .l!pp~ @:ven - flyoU- - los;- only 1 o r 8 pounds instead o f 15 . all you h• v e t.o d o
is r e turn your Slimmi ng Soles, wtth their orig i nal packaqinq , and we wi ll
refund your mone y i mmediaL£lY ._JlO quest ions asked . Your e KPeriment wil l not
hdve cost you a penny . But believe me , wi t h the Or . Metz • Slimming Soles y ou
wi l l be thrilled about the weight you have l os t .

~ A-ci...tr.<...- ~ fv
C-./ ---7' ~ 7fvV -P

6-o

.£:D
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BERZ'S BOW TO GET A PAXR OF SLIMMXNG SOLES
RXSit FREE TRIAL:
tn order t o receive 4 pair of Or. Hetz's Slimming Soles with no obJjgd Clon
on your part . all you have to do is fill out the enclosed Special Order
Form. includinq your shoe size ,' and send it, along wi th your payment to :

Body Well OSA

175

ri~tb

Av.. suite l151
.._ York, NY 10010

Act now, in or~er to be sure that you don't miss this rem.rkable opportunity
to experience the delight that will be yours when you lose weight easily and
naturally.

Your Sli~ing Soles will fit all kinds of shoes .
You can wear them jn your
finest dress shoes or in your most casual loa f ers .
As soon as you get ~hem .
slip them into your regular shoes , and walk .
Vou·IJ !tnd yourself losing
weight in just a few days!
I look forward to hearing team you .

Gerard du Pa ss•ge

President.

P.S .
9eware : W•tch out f or cheap imitacjons.
O::ly t.he Sll'""'ing Soles earrv inq Or. M~tz ' ~ name give you t.he t-uara::tee of a healt.hy and lasting •·eight
loss .

Our OUarantee for a

90 Day Ri•k rree-Trial

In asking to try out the De . Hetz • Slimming Soles . you risk nothing
except seeing your body being transformed daily. each day becomin9
more qracious and he•l~hiec (Excess weiqht is dangerous eo your
health,.
However . if after 90 days, for whatever reason,
you are not
100\ delighted with t.he resu lts . all you have ~o do is return your
pa i r of Slinming Soles 1n its orHi ~ na,l packAging . And you will be inmediately given a full refund . no questions asked .

This is o ur written pledge .
USIIOOIC

_

... eo-..
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OUPON TO LOSE 15 LBS. WlTH NO
10

return vc::ry gulck.ly (0:

.

E~'~'ORT!

'

BODY WELL INC. 175 Fifth Ave., Suite 2151 New York, NY 10010
Ya. I waat 10 !ole lJ 10 15 lbs. with no effort, just
by tllptNa1 Dr. Metz' Sllmmiac Soles iaiO my sboes.

I'

am paying hy·
..J Ch<cl nr monc:y nrckr cp;~y•hl< tn Bod)· Wdl. lno
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